The Glory of Living

"Rising Sun Performance Company is PURE POWER.. Founder Akia Squitieri
and her team provide New York with some of the most envelope-pushing and
daring pieces of live theatre seen. Like this one...“
Natasha Dawsen, Drama Queens

"The direction and design of the piece is sophisticated, using
light, sound and space to support the story firmly and
beautifully.“ “touching, believable, and ultimately satisfying”
Dorian Palumbo, Drama Queens
“powerfully gut-wrenching” “a great performance”
“Director Akia guides the brave cast through stereotype-busting portrayals
of people who live in our country but somehow don’t live anywhere. ”
Ed Malin, Outerstage

Sprucehaven B

"Sprucehaven B's bleak psychological drama is unquestionably a
must-see." ".. the play establishes its intensity almost immediately
and never lets up."
Leah Richards, Cultural Catch
"a chilling exploration of the corruptibility of the human spirit“
“cogently directed by Akia, gives it the thoughtful pace and jarring
accents its needs” “It’s not a pretty sight, but you don’t want to
look away” “mesmerizing”
Jon Sobel, BlogCritics

The Last Supper
Written by Dan Rosen
Directed by Akia
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“Director Akia and her Rising Sun actors
maintain a high level of B-movie suspense,
ridiculousness, and surprise”
- Patricia Contino

"It's funny, lighthearted, absurd and
perfect for a summer evening in the city"
"..realistic and even chilling"
… William Coyle, Off-Off-online

"wonderfully designed" "spot on"
".. thought-provoking..“
“It's a rip-roaring good time, and well worth your dime"
"very entertaining“
"Check it out. You'll be glad you did"
-Bonny Prince Billy, Cultural Capitol
"There are no weak links in this cast. Everyone creates a full character
and is fantastic in his or her role" "..a production not to be missed, not
only for the subject matter, but also for the talent of all involved"
"... wonderful talent .." "...brilliantly played..."
Alyssa Simon, NYtheatre.com (PICK OF THE WEEK!)

The Buzz of Rising Sun~
Company Highlights & Review Quotes
Goodnight Lovin’ Trail
FRIGID Festival, New York February/March 2011

"A lot can be said for brevity, though when it comes to writing a play, it’s hard to create a fully
developed plot and characters in a short time. John Patrick Bray doesn’t seem to suffer this
problem in his 35‐minute two‐hander" “Nic Mevoli and Olivia Rorick create well‐rounded,
convincing characters”
‐ Dan Gordon, nytheatre.com Review 02/26/2011
“Goodnight Lovin' Trail is a finely produced play and a wonderful choice for those seeking a
production with considerable substance” “Rorick and Mevoli work beautifully together and
form a fast believable intimacy” “ Rorick particularly does a brilliant job of portraying a deeply
layered rich character instead of a Texas caricature”
“..characters teeter fluently between casual dialog and lyrical whimsy and feel both earnest
and engaging" “.. an engaging and thought‐provoking forty minutes”
“..playwright John Patrick Bray's use of language is especially adept”
‐Terra Vetter, TheatreIsEasy.com 02/27/2011
“Goodnight Lovin’ Trail is about as perfect a one act play as I’ve ever come across; effectively
comprised of all the parts that make a play work: characters who are brimming with
contradiction, both hopeful and hopeless and a story line that drops in on the surface of these
lives like a perfect teardrop”
“A perfect gem found along a dusty trail; Goodnight Lovin’ Trail will leave you remembering the
things you’ve lost along that road that stretches out behind you”
“..a perfect moment suspended in time”
“The arc is heartbreaking and real and, under the direction of Akia who uses a restrained
hand, the actors play their parts straight‐on neither tipping too far into needless brio or
hopeless subjugation but just walking the line of solid truth”
“This play will leave you with tears glistening in your eyes – no small feat for a show that clocks
in at just over half an hour” ‐Karen Tortora‐Lee , Happiest Medium 03/02/2011

